Biochemical pathway modeling tools for drug target detection in cancer and other complex diseases.
In the near future, computational tools and methods based on the mathematical modeling of biomedically relevant networks and pathways will be necessary for the design of therapeutic strategies that fight complex multifactorial diseases. Beyond the use of pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic approaches, we propose here the use of dynamic modeling as a tool for describing and analyzing the structure and responses of signaling, genetic and metabolic networks involved in such diseases. Specifically, we discuss the design and construction of meaningful models of biochemical networks, as well as tools, concepts, and strategies for using these models in the search of potential drug targets. We describe three different families of computational tools: predictive model simulations as tools for designing optimal drug profiles and doses; sensitivity analysis as a method to detect key interactions that affect critical outcomes and other characteristics of the network; and other tools integrating mathematical modeling with advanced computation and optimization for detecting potential drug targets. Furthermore, we show how potential drug targets detected with these approaches can be used in a computer-aided context to design or select new drug molecules. All concepts are illustrated with simplified examples and with actual case studies extracted from the recent literature.